II
Unlike his role model, who self-destructed in his challenge to the movie capital, the senator "from" Hollywood, Jefferson Smith, emerged victorious in his battle with Washington-first within the film and then against the opening night senatorial audience outraged by its treatment in the motion picture. Audiences wholeheartedly accepted Capra's own defense of the film, which he said was meant to "idealize American Democracy, not attack it." Once Mr. Smith's victory within the film was repeated by Mr. Smith's victory outside it, the motion picture achieved untouchable status. One distributor proposed that it be "compulsory viewing for every citizen." Mr. Smith Goes to Washington was received, moreover, not simply as "just about the best American patriotic film ever made," but as an educational source on the workings of American politics. Photoplay Studies, which published a series of Educational and Recreational Guides for use in junior high and high schools, chose the motion picture for adoption. Photoplay Guides normally presented films either based on a real historical event or important historical individual, or else adapted from a famous literary work. Mr. Smith, Eric Smoodin has discovered, was one of only two exceptions; the other was Snow White. 3 Featuring Frank Capra and Jimmy Stewart on its cover, Photoplay's Mr. Smith was partly concerned with political morality (to the question of whether the film gave "a wrong impression of American political life," the answer was a clear "no"). More importantly, however, the Guide treated Capra's "modern, and successful, fairy tale" (to quote The Nation's words of praise) as a documentary, a political science manual. "Just how does the 'Boss' keep his machine oiled and powerful?" asked the New York City Association of Civics Teachers, whose questions were illustrated by "Frank Capra's Remarkable Representation of the United States Senate." Visual authenticity, in this associative chain, vouchsafed historical accuracy. Situ-ated between The Birth of a Nation at Hollywood's origins and Ronald Reagan, JFK, and Amistad in our own time, Mr. Smith Goes to Washington was shifting the source of political authority from politics to film.14 Enthusiasts and detractors alike have seen Mr. Smith as an antipolitical film in the sense that it moralizes against the compromises and power relations of political life. Staying on the surface of the film, that view ignores two paradoxes. First, the minus sign in front of politics does not cancel out Capra's subject. Capra is, as Charles Lindholm and John A. Hall write, "the sole major American director to have devoted a major part of his career to the exploration of American political culture." Capra's political turn signals the atypical centrality of politics to American life during the New Deal decade. Mr. Smith responds negatively to that political intrusion in the present by invoking the heroes and monuments of the political past, but in so doing it instantiates a second paradox by way of an intrusion of its own. Underneath the apparent war between contemporary politicians and founding fathers, politics and morality, urban sophistication and small-town innocence, the corrupt present and the virtuous past, lies the triumph not of traditional morality (as happens within Capra's film) but the triumph of the modern mass media apparently targeted by the movie. Capra knew what he was doing. The senators and Washington correspondents who savaged Mr. Smith, he later wrote, were leveling "an attack against a new, perhaps superior, power invading their empire-'film power."' Although Capra, like Wheeler, may seem to choose community over modernity and the little people over institutional centralization, Mr. Smith actually resolves those antinomies as Wheeler could not. In spite (or rather, as we shall see, because) of its apotheosis of the people, the medium of Capra's film was also its political message.15
III
Finding a political message in Mr. Smith Goes to Washington has not proved an easy task. "Populist" is the term of choice, but in the guise of naming the Capra film's political problematic, those who use that label triply avoid it. In the first place, appeals to the people against interests and elites have been so pervasive in American history that the term "populism" covers the widest range of actual political programs; the task is to situate Capra's version alongside the actual political alternatives available in the New Deal decade. Second, accepting Capra at his own populist evaluation substitutes for looking closely at the way that actual popular collectivities are represented in his film. And third, whereas invokers of the populist label make Capra a celebrant of ordinary Americans in the pastoral past, populist appeals often served elite interests from within the heart of modernitywhether emanating from commercial farmers, New Jeff has transformed the cynic Saunders into "Clarissa," enticing her to reveal her given name. Although Clarissa will presumably relinquish her working-girl identity, the political innocent she has fallen for will no doubt continue to require strategic direction. Clarissa Saunders offers a maternal love that sees further than her object of desire and supports him from behind the scenes. As director and spectator combined into one, Saunders creates the fiction that the (feminized) audience is in charge.
In the abstract, there is no reason to believe that an innocent hero cannot calculate his own moves and remain pure. Indeed, in another film that came out in 1939, by another director, Jimmy Stewart plays such a hero. Though the boyish sheriff in Destry Rides Again refuses to carry a gun, he is actually the shrewd strategist who will ultimately outmaneuver the bad guys all by himself, and turn out in the end to sling the biggest fastest gun. But Destry has none of the political pretension of Mr.
Smith, nor does it need to face up to the problem of its own mythic claims. Capra's film, on the other hand, was about the problem of mythmaking and the power of the media manipulator behind "the people." In her role as supportive "mother," Clarrisa was notjust window dressing-the obligatory girl in the plot, she is a cover for the director: she is the good Jim Taylor.
No specific political content places Mr. Smith Goes to Washington within the Popular Front, and Popular Front enthusiasm for the film points to the manifest political limits of that effort to move the United States in a progressive direction. 48 In its form of popular address, the motion picture also exposes the problematic underside 
